SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
corresponding feelings which had previously been experienced
principally or solely in relation to the parents.
At a later age, these same feelings may be again displaced University
on to a College or University; the term Alma Mater, so
frequently applied to the latter, bearing witness to the extent
to which a University is habitually endowed with maternal
attributes—being regarded as a kindly mother (often of
venerable age and experience) who imparts to her sons the
learning and wisdom that she possesses, and generally equips
them for the tasks and trials of life in the outer world.
Towns1 may also become the recipients of parentally, and Town
especially maternally, directed feeling; those who love and
admire a town often referring to it in terms which would be
more directly appropriate to a woman; a woman behind whom
the mother image can usually be discovered, The emotions
aroused by the besieging, attacking or capturing of towns in
warfare are also in part derived from the same source.
The same feeling too is often directed to houses, ships, Other objects
churches (and especially to the institution of the Church; cp. the
phrase "Mother  Church"); also to trees,  woods,  mountains,
lakes, rivers, the sea and other natural objects.
Probably the  most important displacement of this kind The attitude of
from the sociological point of view is that in which parental *0
attributes are transferred to the community, state, or country.
The mental ties thai bind the individual to the community are
of course complex in nature, comprising emotional and intellectual
factors belonging to a variety of psychic levels.   Among the
most fundamental and deep seated of these factors are,  as
Ernest Jones2 has pointed  out,  those that take  their origin
in feelings that regard the self,  the mother  and  the father
respectively.
The self-regarding tendencies are enlisted in the service Self-regarding
of patriotism;—on the conscious, intellectual level, through a     tendencies
recognition of the community of interest between the individual
and the state; on the more primitive, emotional and unconscious
level, through a process of identification of the individual with
 1	O. Rank, "Urn Stadte werben," Zeitschrift fur Arstliche Psychoanalyse,
1914, n, 50.   B. Dattner,  " Die Stadt als Mutter,"  Zeitschrift fur Arstliche
Psychoanalyse, 1914, n, 59.
 2	"War and Individual Psychology," Sociological Review, 1915, p. i.
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